USAFA Ciass of 1973 ("73")
Officer Meeting Minutes
January 21,2019
Serranos Coffee, Monument CO
0900

Attendance: Ron Scott (President), Bill Diffley (Vice President), Kelly McCullar (Treasurer) by
phone, John Stefonik (Secretary), Mike Arnett (Scribe) by phone, A.J. Ranft (Senator) by phone,
Mike Smith, Bob Munson, Dale Birch, Gary Blokland.
Ron noted the presence of a quorum and called the meeting to order at 0900

JOHNNY WHITAKER FOR DIRECTOR Classmate Johnny Whitaker is running for a
position as Association of Graduates ("AOG") Director. A11 agreed that he is the right man, at the
right time, in the right place; and, HEREBY unanimously endorse his candidacy for AOG
Director. Mike Arnett will produce an eblast to alert Classmates to Johnny's need for support and
votes.

NCLS Bob briefed'73 participation in this year's NCLS to be held the end of next month (2122February). Class input is not what it once was due to many factors: new leadership at
USAFA, new leadership at the Center for Character and Leadership Development ("CCLD"),
new leadership at AOG, changed presentation philosophy, plus others. So far, about 12
Classmates are registered to attend--as many as possible are encouraged to sign up by the
February 7th deadline. Keynote speaker will be a treat--Leon Panetta (former Chief of White
House Staff, Secretary of Defense, and Director of the CIA, etc.) is scheduled to speak due, in
large measure, to the much-appreciated efforts of Norty Schwartz. Also of special note is
classmate Bruce "Oryille" Wright will also speak at the event.
There will be a 73 Class meeting at CCLD Friday about 4pm to discuss our NCLS
participation. Following the Class meeting, we will retire to a local venue (The Depot in Palmer
Lake) for dinner and conversation.
LEGACY CLASS Our "Legacy Class" (2023) --OMG 50 years, yikes!--enters USAFA this
June. Bill briefed several events which need our participation including: acceptance parade,
swearing in, and Coin ceremony, all of which need a good showing by '73. It was emphasized
that we need to engage early and often with 2023 to have any impact. Emails/blasts will
announce the events, if you are available: all you have to do is show up and smile.
In addition, Mike Smith will coordinate our participation in the Jacques Valley Honor
Training in the early August timeframe. An elder class embarrassed themselves last year with
lack of bodies, shame on us if we do the same.
It was noted that our Legacy Class Fund has a current balance of about $40,000, which
will support items and activities over the next five years including: Contrails,2Lt bars, Ring
Dance, 1001h Night, Commissioning--to name the "biggies." As has been said, "800% of life is
showing up." Be there and represent 73,"grtp and grin" is important.
The Contrails Project remains a point of discussion. $15,000 of the $40,000 Legacy Fund
was earlier allocated to the Project. Another USAFA Class has dedicated about $9000 to the
same project and USAFA has the underlying obligation to provide the information to incoming

classes. Bob remains connected to the decision makers and evolving role of each funding source.

He rvill continue his oversight.
Ron points to April as the decision time for at least one Legacy event: a class speaker for
the Acceptance Day Parade in August.
50th REUNION It was pointed out that we have not received a final financial accounting for our
45th, so why discuss the 50th? Well, some major policy and procedure changes are being
discussed. We have tied ourselves to a football game in the past. The vagaries of schedules,
times, weather, facilities might suggest a different approach. Some of the best local venues
require significant lead times for reservations. A Classmate has proposed facilitating a cruise

during our 50th reunion year--officers have already agreed on a policy for concurrent events.
Initial information gathering suggests the Broadmoor is a bit out our price range. The Antlers
downtown is a prime location, but requires significant lead times and commitments. Therefore,
the first step is a survey. Ron will develop a class survey encompassing when, where, how much,
how many. The widest reach and maximum participation are the goals. With Classmate
engagement at the earliest time, those goals should be easily attainable.

AND Gary is now coordinating 73 social events. He will attempt to mesh social events with
other activities--e.g. maybe a picnic after a Legacy parade.
The next quarterly meeting will take place on April 8; agenda, time, and location to be
determined.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 1040
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